
BPS
The Bison Performance Score

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of our 3rd corporate 4DX initiative Bison introduced an internal performance measure known as BPS - Bison Performance Score.



BPS Premise
Improve Employee Satisfaction Level (Driver and Non-Driver)

Increase Retention & Become A More Attractive Employer

Build Higher Caliber Team

Improve Our Service To Customers

Reduce Likelihood Of Customers Looking For Alternate Suppliers
&

Improve Our Chances Of Increasing Volumes and Rates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We feel that if we can improve the satisfaction levels of our employees (including both Drivers and non-Drivers), retention levels will increase and we will become a more attractive place to work.  This retention should help build a higher caliber team that will improve our service offering to customers.  And correspondingly, better service will reduce the likelihood that our customers will look for alternate suppliers, while also improving our chances of growing business volumes and rates.



BPS- Details
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
BPS measure performance for 3 key groups of stakeholders:  Drivers, Non-Drivers and Customers. Note:  We weight each stakeholder group equally.Some common industry measures like retention, referral and LOS.But also a customized survey component for all 3 groups.



Satisfaction Survey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simple 1 question survey.  Click on a face to offer opinion.  (Hubspot paid survey service.)Gold = greatGreen = goodYellow = not so goodRed = poorOnce a face is “clicked”, a 2nd page provides opportunity for specific feedback if desired.We look for a way to follow up on every yellow and red response where the source is known.  (System challenge with Driver identify unless they offer that info.)We also group feedback to identify consistent themes.



Our Results - Driver
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Turnover was 21.62%             ->               20.02% today

Presenter
Presentation Notes
24 to 33% response rate in 3 surveys thus far.Significant improvement – primarily referral, but also retention and survey feedback.



Our Results – Non-Driver
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Basic opportunities like washroom supplies at night and weekends were 
previously overlooked.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
60 to 76% response rate in 4 surveys thus farSome improvement – primarily referral, but also retention and survey feedback.



Our Results - Customer
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“Over the past week, roads were closed for 36+ hours. Your recovery was 
3 days +. My biggest concern is no one said what day you would be up 
and running normal service.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
25 to 40% response rate in 3 surveys thus farStruggled in the months of Dec and Jan – particularly LOS (which was impacted by weather.)Much better trending over the past 2 months.



Closing Comments

We want to elevate our performance to clearly separate ourselves from our peers in 
the industry.

We have definitely benefited from the introduction of an organized feedback 
mechanism along with a more global performance KPI platform.

Our plan is for the BPS initiative to live long past our current 4DX campaign.

Our Bet:  Continued focus on our Bison Brand -> A Bigger and Better Business
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